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A Personal Prologue
I grew up in a place where civil war was part of
daily life, where safety in public space was
divided into day and night, into wide roads and
back streets, mountains with cages or fields with
burned trees. It was normal to have military
tanks patrolling in the heart of town with heavily
armed Special Forces. Working as a journalist in
a newspaper was dangerous enough to have one
assassinated in the middle of the street during
daytime. Listening to music in your native
language was considered a crime. Imagine a
place where primary school kids were
investigated for taking part in a painting
competition about the International Day of
Peace. Growing up in circumstances of radically
militarized everyday life with very limited
resources, I am not coming from a place where
worldviews of ÒWestern moralismÓor ethics as
Òconventional wisdomÓ were taken for granted. I
am coming from a place where I learned the
importance of consciousness Ð more
importantly, collective consciousness Ð when
one is isolated both culturally and politically.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊAlready during the early years of my artistic
practice, I had to face a number of polarizing
challenges. I remember participating in two
significant meetings on April 2 and 9, 2005, in
Istanbul with other artists, writers, critics, and
students to discuss the notion of a national
exhibition, with reference to several exhibitions
that had been organized since 2000. Exhibitions
about Istanbul, Turkey, and the Balkans, and
more specifically the exhibition Urban Realities:
Focus Istanbul that was planned to open at
Martin-Gropius-Bau (2005) in Berlin, were
discussed at these meetings. At the end of them,
ten artists Ð myself, Can Altay, HŸseyin Alptekin,
Halil Altõndere, Memed Erdener, GŸlsŸn
Karamustafa, Neriman Polat, Canan Şenol, Hale
Tenger, and Vahit Tuna Ð decided to withdraw
from this exhibition. In addition, an interview by
Erden Kosova and Vasõf Kortun, and an article by
Fulya Erdemci, were withdrawn from the
exhibition catalog by the authors. The show went
on, but it became an exhibition about Istanbul
without the participation of artists from Istanbul
(with a few exceptions). Through this withdrawal
we expressed our fatigue over exhibitions based
on national identity, over the utilization of artists
as illustrations of politics between nations, and
the categorization of artists according to
geographical, national, or regional
specifications. Besides all this, another
disappointing thing was the disparity in the
distribution of funds among invited artists.
Propositions
As the 19th Biennale of Sydney, 31st S‹o Paulo
Biennial, 10th Sharjah Biennial, 13th Istanbul
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Biennial, Manifesta 10, Gwangju Biennale, and
many other cases attest to, we have entered a
new phase: the existing institutional protocols
and structures of large-scale exhibitions canÕt
handle the changing nature of spectatorship,
sponsorship, usership, and government
involvement in art exhibitions.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊIt is time to talk about what can be done
before we hit a dead end, or simply a moment of
crisis. What tools can be used? Who pays a
greater price? I have a feeling that we lose a lot
of time with satirical speculations,
misconceptions, and a misguided focus on the
wrong questions. We all often face
contradictions. As artists, curators, social
agents, cultural workers, writers, academics,
organizers, students, and museum directors, we
constantly need to ask ourselves how much we
are willing to compromise while creating the
conditions for artÕs production.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊOur failure is that we often think that simply
addressing or criticizing the contradictions is
enough. We should start confronting them by
inventing ways of reversing the cycle of
structural contradictions, as Hito Steyerl
explains in her lecture performance ÒIs the
Museum a BattlefieldÓ (2013).1 Steyerl traces the
bullets back to their manufacturer. She ends up

in a feedback loop. The bullet manufacturer is a
major sponsor of a Chicago museum where her
artwork has been screened. How do we reverse
the loop of circulation? We might say: through
sabotage. What kind of sabotage are we talking
about? Gayatri Spivak uses the term Òaffirmative
sabotageÓ Ð not to destroy but to repurpose and
use tools for something else.2 Franco ÒBifoÓ
Berardi uses the term Òalgorithmic sabotage,Ó
referring to counter-strategies of the precariat
within the abstract sphere of finance.3
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊBut how can all this be done? Janna Graham
has proposed Òpara-sitic practiceÓ as a counter
to target practice.4 Graham says that para-sitic
activity is critical of institutional elitism through
an antagonistic dialogue between individuals
working in cultural institutions and the cultural
workers who are invited or commissioned.
Graham underlines the importance of the
question, ÒWhen are we the parasites, and when
are we the hosts?Ó Para-sitic practice aims at
broad social transformation by taking advantage
of the high profile of cultural institutions, using a
Òproblem-posingÓ approach instead of a
ÒbankingÓ approach, as Paulo Freire described it:
a method of teaching that emphasizes critical
thinking for the purpose of liberation, as
opposed to the idea of treating students as

A campground is set up at
Cockatoo Island, the primary
location of 19th Biennale of
Sydney, March, 2014. Photo:
Ahmet …ğŸt.
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Protests at the 35th Venice Biennale, 1968.ÊPhoto:ÊUgo Mulas.
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empty containers into which educators must
deposit knowledge.5
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊAt her keynote speech at the International
Biennial Association conference in Berlin, Maria
Hlavajova underlined the importance of Gerald
RaunigÕs Òinstituent practice,Ó which refers to the
reformulated institutional critique introduced by
artists such as Hans Haacke and Marcel
Broodthaers.6 Then Hlavajova posed this
question: ÒHow do we want to be governed and
how do we govern?Ó7 Instituent practice
positions itself between governing and being
governed through its emancipatory and radical
project of Òtransforming the arts of governing.Ó
Its effect goes beyond the particular limitations
of a single field, and it has the potential to force
structural change in the areas of patronage, law,
the urban, and the control of public space.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊThinking of how to make all these concepts
more effective, I would suggest the idea of the
ÒIntervenorÓ: an autonomous outside voice who
nonetheless has the right to act within the
institution. Intervenors could not only act within
the walls of the white cube, but could also
directly intercede when it comes to matters of
communication, events, bureaucracy,
administration, and even the office space itself.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊIt is not easy to talk about such an
antagonistic position without putting it into
practice. LetÕs imagine how this would work:
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊIntervenors could be artists, art workers,
cultural workers, or academics who arenÕt
normally part of the institutional decisionmaking mechanism, and who are aware of the
sensitivities of the local context.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊIntervenors would have an officially
acknowledged agreement that protects their
work from financial and political interference.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊIntervenors would have a right to vet all
forms of communication before they go public.
This would include announcements, press
conferences, events, and statements.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊIntervenors would act in a time-sensitive
manner, and would be flexible in times of crisis;
they would not act according to preprogrammed
agendas, concepts, exhibition schedules, or
locations.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊIntervenors could leave when it is no longer
possible to challenge the limits of structural
change.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊIntervenors would be the protagonists who
go beyond symbolic and harmless
institutionalized critical agency. They would
intercede if the institution reacted in an
authoritarian or judgmental way to any public
concerns.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ

To get an objective overview, it is essential to
continually reframe discussions taking place in
the arts community by moving from the abstract
back to the concrete. When we look back at
history, what comes into focus is the collective
consciousness that emerges during what Ute
Meta Bauer has called Òmagnetic moments in
time.Ó8 In order to focus on the consequences of
collective acts of refusal, we may now pass over
to cases such as Charles Saatchi's resignation
from the Tate's Patrons of New Art Committee,
shortly after the opening of Hans Haacke's
exhibition at the Tate Gallery in 19849; or when
the Cincinnati Art CenterÕs director Dennis Barrie
found himself in an obscenity trial because of
Robert MapplethorpeÕs ÒThe Perfect MomentÓ
exhibition.10
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊAlongside these individual cases, we can
trace the evolution of the collective concerns of
international arts communities over the years by
looking at a few examples from the last half
century. Starting in 1950, the Irascibles, a group
of American abstract artists, including most of
the leading figures of the New York School such
as Louise Bourgeois, Robert Motherwell, Willem
de Kooning, and Ad Reinhardt, signed an open
letter to Roland J. McKinney, the president of the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, demanding an
improvement in the presentation of abstract art
in the museum.11 The IrasciblesÕ protest
eventually brought change to the museumÕs
plans for upcoming exhibitions. A few years later,
another open letter addressing the architecture
of the Guggenheim was published by a group of
artists and sent to the museum prior to its
construction (1956Ð58). This time, the case
concerned where the art was to be shown. Many
artists and critics reacted negatively when Frank
Lloyd WrightÕs plans became public knowledge.
The collectively written letter was addressed to
James Johnson Sweeney, director of the
museum. It stressed that plans for a spiral
walkway and curvilinear slope were Ònot suitable
for the display of painting and sculpture.Ó The
letter was signed by twenty-one artists such as
Franz Kline, Robert Motherwell, Philip Guston,
and Willem de Kooning.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊAlongside the social movements of the
1960s and 1970s, many mega-events of the art
community, such as the 35th Venice Biennale in
1968, were struck by protests. The event was
characterized by brutal police crackdowns,
unfinished pavilions, and artist boycotts.
Workers, trade unions, students, intellectuals,
and artists united in a coalition on an
unprecedented scale. Artists from many
different countries took part in the protests by
covering up their works or turning them over.12
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊThe history of collective consciousness was
elevated to another level when the Art Workers'

This open letter to Roland L.
Redmond, dated May 20, 1950,
appeared on the front page of
the Times on May 22, 1950. The
American abstract artists who
had signed the letter to the
president of the Metropolitan
Museum of Art were rejecting
the museum's exhibition
American Painting Today (1950)
and boycotting the competition.
Photo: Wikicommons.

Chile, la alegr’a ya viene, 1988.
72.9 x 51.7 cm. Copyright:
Archivo de Fondos y
Colecciones, Museo de la
Memoria y los Derechos
Humanos.
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Coalition Ð a coalition of artists, filmmakers,
writers, critics, and museum staff that formed in
New York in 1969 Ð submitted a letter outlining
thirteen demands to Bates Lowry, director of the
Museum of Modern Art. The letter demanded
museum reform and a better understanding of
artistic positions and public concerns in the
decision-making process.13
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊIn 1972, ten artists cosigned an open letter
to the Frankfurter Allgemeine ZeitungÊexpressing
concerns about SzeemannÕs curatorial vision for
Documenta 5. Daniel Buren and Robert
SmithsonÕs essays and Robert MorrisÕs letter of
withdrawal published in the catalog argued
against the artistÕs loss of autonomy when the
curator becomes author and Òexhibition maker,Ó
imprisoned by contextual and cultural
determinations. They were also concerned that
the gap between artistic and curatorial
authorship was not left open to negotiation on
ethical or moral grounds.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊAmong other historical cases, that ÒNoÓ
campaign at the 10th S‹o Paulo Biennale in 1969
(ÒNon ˆ la Biennale de S‹o PauloÓ) was the first
large-scale organized campaign. It was initiated
by a statement from a group of international
artists that included Douglas Huebler, Joseph
Kosuth, Robert Barry, and Lawrence Weiner. The

statement denounced the brutality of the
Brazilian military regime of Em’lio Garrastazu
MŽdici (1969Ð74), and more specifically the
violence perpetrated against Brazilian artists
and intellectuals. The protest gained a large
following and included many Brazilian artists
such as HŽlio Oiticica, Lygia Clark, Rubens
Gerchman, Willys de Castro, Nelson Leirner, Mary
Vieira, Antonio Dias, and Carlos Vergara. This
campaign reverberated over the next few S‹o
Paulo biennials until political changes became
apparent in Brazil in the 1980s.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊOnce again, only a few days prior to the
opening, the 2014 S‹o Paulo Biennial faced
objections from sixty-one participating artists,
who published a collective opposition letter on
August 28, this time because of the grave risks
that Israeli funding of the event posed for a
number of artists from Palestine and Lebanon. In
the interest of solidarity, the letter appealed to
the biennial board to remove the Israeli sponsor
logo and return the money. The day after the
letter was delivered, Charles Esche, one of
curators of the biennial, shared a joint curatorÕs
statement in support of the artists and their
position. The Funda•ao Bienal S‹o Paulo
eventually agreed to add a note above the logo to
Òclearly disassociateÓ Israeli funding from the

A meeting betweenÊartists and
curators at the 31st Biennale de
S‹o Paulo on August 30, 2014,
took place while the Funda•‹o
Bienal S‹o Paulo was delivering
their first response. Photo:
Ahmet …ğŸt.
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general sponsorship of the exhibition.14 Even
though the foundation didnÕt remove the logo
from the wall or return the money, this was an
example of achieving consensus in a moment
when it looked like it wouldnÕt have been
possible; all the artists remained in the show,
including the ones who could have been in
danger otherwise.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊDuring the same month, on August 18, 2014,
the president of the Gwangju Biennale
Foundation, Lee Yong-woo, announced his
resignation over a controversy surrounding a
political painting by Hong Seong-dam that was
rejected for the exhibition ÒSweet Dew Ð 1980
and After,Ó which celebrated the twentieth
anniversary of the Gwangju Biennale.15 His
resignation followed the resignation of the
exhibitionÕs head curator, Yoon Beom-mo, on
August 10. Japanese artists from Okinawa also
withdrew their artworks from the exhibition on
August 11, stressing that the protection of the
freedom of artistic expression aligns with the
spirit of the Gwangju Biennale, which was
founded in memory of the democratization
movement of the 1980s.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊI was one of the invited artists who took
part in a conditional withdrawal from the 19th
Biennale of Sydney in 2014. The biennial
experienced weeks of controversy over links
between the event and its founding sponsor,
Transfield, an Australian multinational
corporation that had secured a $1.22 billion
contract in January 2014 to work on Manus
Island and the Nauru Mandatory Detention
Centers. Under Australian law, any asylumseeker arriving in the country without a visa can
be detained indefinitely, which contradicts the
UN Refugee Convention of 1951. On February 19,
forty-six participating artists issued an open
letter calling for the board to Òact in the interests
of asylum-seekersÓ and Òwithdraw from the
current sponsorship arrangements with
Transfield.Ó The boardÕs response was
intransigent: ÒWithout Transfield,Ó it explained,
Òthe Biennale of Sydney would cease to exist.Ó
On February 26, five artists Ð Libia Castro, îlafur
îlafsson, Charlie Sofo, Gabrielle de Vietri, and
myself Ð withdrew from the biennial. We were
joined by four more artists on March 5: Agnieszka
Polska, Sara van der Heide, Nicoline van
Harskamp, and Nathan Gray. Exhibition installers
Diego Bonetto and Peter Nelson walked off the
job over the issue.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊIn the meantime, other major sponsors of
the 19th Biennale of Sydney, such as the city of
Sydney, began to question the eventÕs
relationship with Transfield. On March 4, the
issue was raised in the Australian parliament,
with Green Party senator Lee Rhiannon making a
motion in support of the artists. The motion was

defeated by the major parties. Perhaps in
response to the ongoing controversy, Transfield
shares dropped 9 percent over this week, after
an initial 21 percent rise when the contracts
were first announced. On March 7, just fourteen
days before the opening, Luca Belgiorno-Nettis
made the decision to step down as chair of the
biennial (a position he had held for over fourteen
years) and the board announced that it was
severing it forty-four-year-old ties with
Transfield, the company that founded the
biennial in 1973. After our demand was met,
seven of the nine artists who had withdrawn
from the biennial reentered.16
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊSince then there has been a chain of
consequences: Senator George Brandis has
threatened the withdrawal of government
funding from arts organizations that reject
corporate sponsorship. After the recent removal
of Transfield HoldingsÕ shares from Transfield
Services, now the Belgiorno-Nettis family may
return as sponsors, although both companies
still share the same name and logo. As Angela
Mitropolous has said, ÒA clear and unequivocal
statement from the Biennale would clear up the
confusionÓ about its sponsors. ÒAny confusion
continues to be for the benefit of Transfield
Services.Ó17
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊDespite the confusions or complexities, the
crucial questions are in fact quite simple: How
do art institutions face social and ethical
responsibilities towards the public, their
collaborators, art workers, and artists when it
comes to the source of their finances? Where can
artistic consciousness meet institutional
consciousness?
Misconceptions
Financial decision-making and conceptual
decision-making are often separated when it
comes to social and ethical responsibilities
towards the public. Patronage is often confused
with programming the museum. Exhibition and
education programs often serve corporate
interests.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊWhat are the vital parameters for a biennial
to exist? Maintaining credibility and trust is
crucial. Usership, spectatorship, and access to
Culture (with a capital C) should not be
constructed by the cultural elite alone.
Therefore, we should ask ourselves several
questions before deciding to get involved in
biennials: Are biennials still pedagogic sites with
transformative aims that can have a lasting
effect on civil society? Or are they part of the
neoliberal capitalist idea of Òfestivalism,Ó which
is more concerned with scale, budget, number of
visitors, and branding? Do they prioritize public
concerns and political autonomy, or are they
concerned mainly with profit? Can they act as an

Between Joint Action and Campaign
LetÕs look at what happened in Chile in 1988.
After ruling for sixteen years, Augusto Pinochet
was deposed with a 56 percent ÒnoÓ vote in a
plebiscite. After so many years of living without
democracy, it wasnÕt an easy task to convince
Chileans to pick an alternative. Many were afraid
to vote against Pinochet, thinking it might cause
them to be targeted. In the final weeks leading
up to the vote, each side was given fifteen
minutes of TV advertising time every night. The
pro-Pinochet side used this as propaganda,
warning that any alternative would lead to an
apocalyptic future. Meanwhile, the ÒNoÓ
campaign, led by a coalition of opposition
parties, convened a focus ground spearheaded
by Genaro Arriagada. They decided to do the
opposite of what the Pinochet campaign had
done. Despite other political interests (involving
American consultants and the Soros Foundation,
among others20), the ad campaign was positive
and joyful. It resonated better than a typical farleft campaign that might have focused on
PinochetÕs human rights violations. Arriagada
and his focus group acted as mediators and
worked for years to build bridges between
02.05.15 / 12:15:00 EST
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intermediary between funding and critical
politics, without ethical compromises? Do they
truly support social struggles instead of
whitewashing them? Do they seek out creative
strategies and challenging diplomatic solutions
when faced with conflicts and contradictions?
Are biennials about providing a space, or
becoming a space? How does one maintain selfcriticality in the face of institutional elitism? How
do we avoid confusing cultural heritage with
personal conflicts, and how do we distinguish
sponsorship from ownership?
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊThe question of ownership goes along with
the question of who has the right to Òuse the
surplus.Ó Inspired by Henri LefebvreÕs iconic text
on Òthe right to the city,Ó which demands Òa
transformed and renewed access to urban life,Ó
David Harvey has focused on the Òuse of surplusÓ
in current debates around the collective power to
reshape urbanization.18 As Harvey explains, ÒThe
right to the city is constituted by establishing
greater democratic control over the production
and use of surplus.Ó19 In 2001, Brazil became the
first country to introduce a federal policy that
wrote the Òright to the cityÓ into law, ensuring
Òdemocratic city managementÓ and Òthe
prioritization of use value over exchange value.Ó
Biennials, which carry ample meaning for the
cities in which they take place, need to be aware
of the great importance of negotiating and
safeguarding sites of absolute freedom of
expression from political manipulation and
corporate interference.

seventeen different groups. Pinochet had the
support of the upper class, the business
community, the police force, and the army. The
ÒNoÓ campaign had the support of students,
workers, human rights activists, victims of
PinochetÕs violent regime, many political parties,
and the people in the streets.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊWe can also look at what happened to
Ghader Ghalamere. On Thursday, April 10, 2014,
Ghalamere, fearing persecution in his home
country of Iran, faced deportation from Sweden.
While waiting in the departure lounge, he and his
family explained the situation to other
passengers preparing to board the flight. Once
on the plane, all the passengers refused to
fasten their seat belts. This collective protest
prevented the plane from taking off. Since the
flight was unable to take off as scheduled,
Ghalamere was removed from the plane and was
granted a temporary reprieve.21 The beauty
behind this incident tells us a lot about how,
when faced with a moment of crisis, a joint
action in a constructive and collective manner
with clever timing can have a significant effect.
Towards a Collective Epilogue
There is an important difference between the
meanings of ÒboycottÓ and Òwithdrawal,Ó or
ÒcampaignÓ and Òpropaganda.Ó When we use
these words, we should learn how to avoid
getting lost in polemics, cynicism,
metadiscourses, complexity, and complicity.
Withdrawal is an act of disconnection when there
is no space left for dialogue. It might appear
publicly as a call to act in solidarity, or as a quiet
gesture of nonparticipation with personal
consequences. Boycotting can also be used
when necessary, keeping in mind that it is only
one among the 198 methods in Gene SharpÕs
guide to nonviolent action.22 Ekaterina Degot
reminds us that subversive positions are fragile
and context-dependent, and timing is
everything.23 Artists and other cultural workers
are fragile when acting alone, facing more
personal consequences. After every radical and
transformative act, heavy aftershocks might
resonate for a long time, which might puzzle us.
Finding a strategy is not only about choosing
which method is to be used. The lost or not-yetdiscovered blueprint is hidden somewhere
between a joint action with clever timing and
masterminding a long-term campaign. To push
and challenge the limits of structural change in a
progressive manner today, we need figures like
Intervenors who have a right to intercede as
turnaround strategists and antagonistic
negotiators. Intervenors could mediate in those
moments and challenge top-down decisionmaking, repurposing it in real time.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ×
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